
Young Love 

The four texts, 'Romeo and Juliet the play' and noughts and crosses, 'Grease' and 'Titanic' 
all explored the idea that teenagers, all fall in love very young and face difficulties to be 
together. 

In the play 'Romeo and Juliet' Romeo Montague and Juliet Capulet are young teenagers 
who fall in love and marry in secret because their families are enemies. Their final plan to be 
together goes horribly wrong when Romeo doesn't get Juliet's note explaining how she plans 
to appear dead so that they can be together. Their difficulties cause both of them to die in 
the end (1). Another text which explores the difficulties young lovers face in being together is 
the movie 'Titanic'. Rose is unhappy with her arranged marriage and meets Jack, a poor 
young artist and falls in love with him. Jack sees the true Rose hidden behind the upper 
class snob "You're a spoiled little brat, even, but under that, you're the most amazingly, 
astounding, wonderful girl, woman that I've ever known". Rose and Jack face many 
difficulties to be together. (2) Just like in Romeo and Juliet their families both go against 
them (3). 

This reminds me of the book 'noughts and crosses'. Callum and Sephy are best friends 
who fall in love. Sephy yells out "I love you Callum! I love you!!!" The love in this book is 
important because we are told how close they are, and you can tell they really like each 
other but also it shows all the difficulties they have to put up with to be with each other (4). 
This also reminds me of movie 'Grease' During a 1950's summer, good girl Sandy and 
greaser Danny fall in love until Sandy has to return home to Australia at the end of summer 
When Sandy starts at the same school as Danny, he acts all cool and sandy is wondering 
what happened to the Danny she spent summer with (5). Sandy says 'What's the matter with 
you?" Danny then replies with "What's the matter with me, baby, what's the matter with 
you?" At the end of this movie Danny isn't up himself and trying to be cool he actually ends 
up having a relationship with Sandy. 

Overall these texts have much in common in their messages about young love and the 
difficulties faced by these young lovers. We learn from all of these texts that people who fall 
in love at a young age have good times but then have to face difficulties in being together. In 
Titanic and Romeo and Juliet families caused the difficulties. In Grease peer pressure 
caused the difficulties. In Noughts and Crosses racism caused the difficulties (6). 
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